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Analogy:
 House or other building (rock analogy) is composed of bricks (mineral analogy). 
Just as you would see a structure as a building but understand it is composed of 
bricks. 
 Other materials are incorporated (impurities) you would still know a house 
primarily made of bricks as a brick house. 
 You also recognize as obvious that the bricks are made of smaller particles 
(such as atoms and elements).
 Rocks are classified, in part, based on the minerals that compose it.



 Minerals 
-the building blocks of rocks.

-each mineral type has characteristic crystal structure.

Common Central Texas Minerals:
-Calcite mineral makes up limestone rock.

Quartz mineral is present in granite (large crystals) or 
chert (extremely fine crystal size).

chert
pyriteCalciteQuartz



Sedimentary: deposited from water
Igneous: cooled from molten rock

Metamorphic: recrystallized from heat or 
pressure



 Sedimentary Rocks are materials laid down by flowing water 
(or precipitated out of water) and are later lithified into rock 
over long periods of time.  



Classified by grain size
clay deposits may become shale (fine–grained rock)
silt deposits may become siltstone (gritty texture)
sand deposits may become sandstones (sand sized)

Photo  of Del Rio Clay 
exposed near Barton 
Creek



Cretaceous Period (65 to 145 mya)
Graphic cour tesy of Edwards Aquifer  Author ity; www.edwardsaqu ifer .org

Development of carbonate aquifers during Cretaceous





Cretaceous Sea of Central Texas

Compiled by Jessica Gordon, UT ESRI & CoA WP



Cretaceous Sea 
Roughly 100 Million Years Ago

Texas Memorial Museum



Marine shelled creatures can take minerals 
out of the water and incorporate them into 
hard shells. When these creatures died, their 
skeletons may break up or accumulate with 
other sediments. These sediments become 
buried, compacted, and eventually hardened 
into what are now the various limestones of 
Central Texas, including the Edwards and 
Trinity limestones. 

Cretaceous 
shrimp 
creating 
burrow trace 
fossils

Some common fossils of the Edwards Group (Young 
1959)



Ornithomimu

Ornithomimus
Replica displayed at Austin Botanical 
Gardens



 intrusive-cooled slowly beneath the surface, 
large crystals. Example: granite.

 extrusive-cooled rapidly at the surface, small 
crystals. Examples: basalt, obsidian

Local extrusive volcanoes are St. Edwards 
University/Blunn Creek preserve and Pilot Knob

Enchanted Rock is composed of 
intrusive igneous rocks



Position of the continents during the Cretaceous 
(from Coogan, 1977)



Photo by GM Ginnis from 
http://www.glossary.oilfield.slb
.com/DisplayImage.cfm?ID=85



Graphic cour tesy of  the Edwards Aquifer  Author ity; www.edwardsaqu ifer .org







Aquifer: Rock with sufficient 
connected water-filled 
openings that produces 
abundant water to wells 
and/or springs

Diagram courtesy of BS/EACD

Hydrogeology: Study of groundwater flow



From Texas State University Edwards Aquifer Research & Data Center http://www.eardc.txstate.edu/about/aquifer-info.html
Modified from Blome, C.D., J.R. Faith, and G.B. Ozuna, 2007, Geohydrologic framework of the Edwards and Trinity aquifers, south-
central Texas: U.S. Geological Survey Fact Sheet 2006-3145, 6 p, http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2006/3145/

http://www.eardc.txstate.edu/about/aquifer-info.html
http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2006/3145/


 Tiny spaces in between 
grains.

 Porous media: Material 
where pores are important.

 Sand aquifers are 
considered porous media.



Rillenkarren solutional features 



Photo by Dr. Jean Krejca, Zara Env.



Honey Creek Cave Comal County
Photo by Peter Sprouse, Zara Env



Components of groundwater flow in a mature karst aquifer 



Solution Sinkholes





• pumping causes loss of buoyant support for unstable rock
• Removing subsurface material such as mining or pumping 

out soluble rock (salt)
• Fluid leaks such as leaking utility lines and leaking ponds 

can enhance dissolution and eroding fine-grained material
• Placement of heavy objects, such as buildings, water ponds 

over shallow caves



Cripple Crawfish Photo by David Johns, City of Austin

Barber Falls Photo by Nico Hauwert

Antioch Cave Photo by Shawn Vickers

Dry Fork Sink Photo by Nico Hauwert



 Some Caves 
Develop 
Along 
Fractures

Fissure



Photos by Mark Sanders,
City of Austin



Ribbons/Bacon Rinds Rimstone Dams

PopcornDraperies



Ancient 
Life 

Recorded 
in Caves

Geologic Resource: Historical Heritage





• The 1996 City of Austin/Travis County Balcones 
Canyonland Conservation Plan (BCCP) permit 
protects 62 caves, springs, and endangered 
songbird habitat

• The 1996 federal permit for Barton Springs 
salamander (Eurycea sosorum and Eurycea
waterlooensis) 

• April 8, 2010, Mayor Lee Leffingwell and Austin 
City Council proclaim the bat as Austin’s official 
mascot. Bats sought out artificial structures after 
most of their natural cave habitat was filled or 
gated.



• On Feb 8, 1985 a petition was filed with USFW for listing 6 cave species as 
endangered.

• In late August 1988, local activists camped in 4 caves for 9 days to protect them 
from being filled in. The protest received nation-wide attention.

• Sept 21,1988, 6 karst 
invertebrate species are 
listed as endangered.

• In 1996, City of Austin 
and Travis County were 
issued a Balcones 
Canyonland 
Conservation Plan 
Permit by USFW that 
included preservation of 
62 caves

Karst Invertebrates



Surface Subsurface Connection

Photo by Dr.Steve Taylor and Dr. Jean 
Krejca



The presence of aquatic salamanders, blind 
catfish, and other subsurface aquatic life has 
been reported since the 1898 as evidence 
that conduits are well developed through the 
Edwards Aquifer.

Federally listed endangered aquatic 
salamanders such as Eurycea sosorum (1997) 
and Eurycea waterlooenisis are threatened by 
water quality degradation and diminished 
flow. 

With sufficient observations, aquatic 
salamanders are increasingly being found in 
springs. cave streams, and even wells.

In 1992, Austin citizens petitioned a relatively 
strict Save-Our-Springs water protection 
ordinance.

In 1998 Austin citizens approved initial bonds 
for purchase of recharge area to Barton 
Springs. Now 25% of the recharge area is 
permanently preserved.



Geologic Resource: Clean Water (But Not Flooding)





During the 1890s this site, where water flowed into a cavern, was plugged to 
provide flow for a downstream mill near Kyle. 



Sinkholes converted to stockponds



Water-quality ponds were 
traditionally placed in 
sinkholes

In January 2012, during a heavy 
flood, a sinkhole opened in a 

water-quality pond that had been 
leaking for the previous year after 

its construction





Waste 
disposal

Loss of recharge, water-quality contamination
increase in flooding, loss of surface-subsurface 
interaction necessary for karst species, 
and loss of heritage/education opportunities



Austin’s first commercial cave in Tarrytown was built 
over in the 1950s. Its entrance is now a stormwater 
drain inlet
Local flooding occurs when cave backs up with 
excessive runoff



Midnight Cave in Slaughter Creek Metro Park, former Circle C Ranch trash cave in 1993



Midnight Cave after volunteer 
restoration



Wildflower Cave April 5, 1993 LaCrosse Cave 1994 and 2012





• In 2012-2016,the City of Austin  successfully 
restored formerly filled caves such as LaCrosse, 
Grassy Cove, Bowie High School Cave, and partially 
restored caves at Wade and Hideout Caves at the 
Goat Cave Karst Preserve.

• Each educational cave was gated or otherwise 
secured to protect thepublic and the cave ecosystem.

• In 2017, 3,243 individuals were toured in newly 
created education caves, only 1,794 toured in permit 
caves.



Painting by Kathy Rottier commissioned by the Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District

The City of Austin overlies an underground frontier 



1980’s Water Treatment
• During the 1980’s, stormwater was intentionally directed to sinkholes in 

Shady Hollow, Maple Run, Westlake, etc.. resulting in flooding and 
unevaluated groundwater contamination. 

• “Treated” wastewater irrigation widely applied including Shady Hollow and 
Travis County in South Austin until early 1990’s.

• Historical well water including Rollingwood, Highway 290 West switched to 
new sources in 1990s as Edwards Aquifer source became unpotable.

• Central Texas pathogenic outbreaks (Georgetown, Texas 1980, Braun 
Station, San Antonio 1984, Brushy Creek, Austin 1998)

Hernandez, F, 2015, Pathogenic outbreaks in Central Texas From Hauwert N., Johns D, Hunt B ed, Austin Geological Society Guidebook 35 
p. 59-64.

Veni, G. and Hauwert,, N. 2015. A Historical Review and Forward View of Cave and Karst Research in Texas. GSA Special Paper 516: Caves 
and Karst Across Time.



Climate Towers
• In 1984, less than 1% of rainfall was (erroneously) 

calculated to recharge the Edwards Aquifer through soil 
covered upland areas, which was the basis for much of 
Austin’s development

• Cooperative UT climate tower, (with flumes, rain 
gauges and soil moisture sensors) along with data from 
other Central Texas stations.

• Recharge=Rainfall – ET – Runoff + storage

• Found that an average of 28% of precipitation 
infiltrates through soil and karst features.

• Soils are much more pervious than inferred since 
1980’s.

Hauwert, N.M. and Sharp, J.M. 2014.  Measuring Autogenic Recharge over a Karst Aquifer Utilizing 
Eddy Covariance Evapotranspiration. Journal of Water Resource and Protection, 6, 869-879. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/jwarp.2014.69081

Hauwert, N., 2015, New Recharge Studies for Central Texas: From Hauwert N., Johns D, Hunt B ed, Austin 
Geological Society Guidebook 35. P. 65-74.

http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/jwarp.2014.69081


Comparison with Other Central Texas Climate Towers

HQ Flat Sink

Remainder is 
runoff + recharge 
+ storage change

Losing stored soil 
moisture

Filling water storage

ET + runoff + recharge + soil moisture 
storage = precipitation

From Hauwert, N.M. and Sharp, J.M. 2014.  Measuring Autogenic Recharge over a Karst 
Aquifer Utilizing Eddy Covariance Evapotranspiration. Journal of Water Resource and 

Protection, 6, 869-879. http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/jwarp.2014.69081

http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/jwarp.2014.69081


Groundwater Tracing



Direct Tracing Result: Four groundwater traces injected in 2007, several miles 
apart but around the vicinity of the Wildflower Center (Highway 45), all 
required between 2 to 4 days to travel about 10 miles to Barton Springs.
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TRACING FROM TWO CAVES NEAR DAVIS LANE





Ants in the Pants Cave discovery on Jeremiah Ventures Assessment

Very subtle depression observed blowing air by 
Joe Beery of BS/EACD

With 
excavation 
is revealed 

to be a 
filled cave



Geologic Resource: Cavers

Cave detection and restoration is conducted 
by a small group of cave-trained people.

They are trained to enter small spaces and 
accustomed to getting dirty.

UT Grotto is a local cave club that offers 
extensive skills training and mentoring that is 
required for safe caving.





Watershed or Catchment Area

Land-surface area contributing runoff upstream of a 
point or feature.



-Increases flooding/creek 
erosion

-degrades water quality

-urbanization tends to 
affect shallow springflow

-leaking infrastructure 
may add to groundwater 
but may further degrade 
water quality

-water-quality structures 
help reduce effects of 
land-disturbance to 
limited extent



Nutrient such as nitrate and phosphorus increase biological 
activity decrease dissolved oxygen



END
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